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Let a(n) denote the number of nonisomorphic Abelian groups with n elements. 
Several problems concerning a(n) and a class of related multiplicative functions are 
discussed. These include precise characterizations of local densities, distribution of 
values (where the Tauberian theorem of Hardy-Ramanujan is used), sharp 
formulas for the sums xfiCr F(a(n)) for a wide class of functions F. and a 
comparison of values taken on the average by a(n) and some other common 
arithmetic functions. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let a(n) denote the number of nonisomorphic Abelian groups with n 
elements. It is well known (see [5]) that a(n) is a multiplicative function of n 
with the property that a($) = P(k) f or every prime p and every integer 
k > 1 (here and later p, pI , pz ,... denote primes), where P(k) is the number of 
unrestricted partitions of k. Thus a(~“) does not depend on p but only on k, 
so that a(n) is a “prime independent” multiplicative function, and moreover 
a(p) = 1 for every prime p. One may easily exhibit other multiplicative 
functions which have similar properties as does the function u(n). Such is for 
instance S(n), the number of nonisomorphic finite semisimple rings with n 
elements (see [8]) and several other enumerative functions of finite algebraic 
structures. Next one may mention d@)(n), the number of exponential divisors 
of n (see [ 16]), which is a prime independent multiplicative function defined 
by d’@(pk) = d(k), where d(k) is the number of divisors of k. Also one may 
mention P(n), the number of “square-full” divisors of n (n is square-full if 
p] n implies p* ( n). In all these examples of prime independent multiplicative 
functions f we had f(p) = 1. Therefore it seems appropriate to make the 
following 
DEFINITION 1. Let F denote the class of multiplicative functions f(n) 
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with the following property: for every prime p and every integer k > 0 we 
havef(p&) = g(k), where g(0) = 1 and g(u) is a positive integer if a > 1. Let 
F, further denote the functions of F which satisfy f(p) = 1 for every prime p. 
It follows that a(n) and other functions mentioned above all belong to F, 
while the function d,(n) (d,(n) = d(n)) which represents the number of ways 
n can be written as a product of k >, 2 fixed factors, belongs to F but not to 
F, , since d,(p) = k. 
An analytic approach to problems concerning functions from F, and F is 
based on the fact that the Dirichlet series associated with these functions 
may be factored out in many cases as products of the Riemann zeta 
function, which is defined for Re s > 1 as C(s) = C,“, neS = 
n, (1 -p -“) -I and otherwise by analytic continuation. Thus for instance 
we have for Re s > 1 
f u(n) KS = fi @zs), 
I!=1 m=l 
c S(n) n-s = fi fi gmt*s>, 
fl=l InSI i-=1 
G d”‘(n)n-S=~(1+p-S+2p-2”+2p-3S+3p 
n-l P 
nz, P(n) n -’ = 4s) C(2s) C(3s)/W), 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
+ se*>, (1.3) 
(1.4) 
(l-5) 
The aim of this paper is to discuss several problems which concern the 
values of a(n). The problems and results can be generalized in most cases to 
other functions of F,, and in some cases to all functions from F. One of the 
main differences between F, and F is that many functions from F, possess a 
finite nonzero mean value, while those belonging to F but not to F, 
obviously do not. This is to say that if fE F, and g(k) =f(p’) does not 
increase too rapidly (e.g., g(k + 1) < g(k) suffkes), then 
lim x-’ Y f(n)=Cf>O 
.x+03 “7X 
exists, which follows easily from the Dirichlet product representation 
(1.6) 
F(s)= f f(n)n-S= n (1 +p-’ + ,f g(k)p+) = @)F*(s), (1.7) 
n=1 P k=l 
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where 
F”(s)= ?- f*(n) n -I 
ZI 
(1.8) 
is absolutely convergent for Re s > i. Asymptotic formulas for CnGxf(n), 
f E F,, will not be the concern of this paper, but let it be mentioned that for 
a(n) one has 
where the estimates for the error term R(x) have a long history of 
improvements. The best published result yet is due to Srinivasan [ 15 ], who 
has proved R(x) G x1o514o7 log2 x, and his paper contains references 
concerning previous works. 
It seems important to stress that problems concerned with functions from 
F, fall broadly in two categories. The first category consists of problems for 
which the behaviour of small values of g(k) =f(pk) is important, while for 
problems of the second category, only the asymptotic behaviour of g(k) is 
influential. Thus, for instance, (1.9) essentially depends on the fact that 
a(p) = 1, a(p’) = 2, and a@‘) = 3, while the maximal order of a(n) is 
influenced by the fact that log Z’(k) Q k I’*. More precisely, it was proved by 
KrPtzel [9] that 
lim’sup log a(n) . log log n/log n = (log 5)/4, 
n-m 
(1.10) 
and his result was sharpened, by Schwarz and Wirsing [ 141. A further 
improvement has been obtained by Nicolas [ 1 l] on the assumption that the 
Riemann hypothesis holds. Various conditions which ensure 
f(n) < ew(C log n/log log n), n > 3, (1.11) 
where C = C(j) if f~ F are given by different authors (see Heppner [4 1, 
Drozdovoia and Freiman [ 12, Chap. 4]), and all functions that appear in 
(1. 1 )--( 1 .S) satisfy at least one of them, i.e., (1.11) holds. 
Problems discussed in this paper can also be classified according to the 
influence of small or large values of g(k) =f(pk) when fE F,. Thus in 
problems concerned with local densities (see Section 2), only small values of 
g(k) are important, while in Section 3, where the distribution of values of 
a(n) is discussed, it turns out that asymptotic properties of a(pk) = P(k) are 
relevant. To avoid unnecessary length and keep the exposition as clear as 
possible, most of the problems and results are stated explicitly only for a(n), 
with obvious generalizations to other functions from F, . 
Notation used throughout the paper is standard: m, n, k, r denote natural 
numbers; p,p, , p2 ,... denote primes; q denotes square-free numbers; s denotes 
square-full numbers (i.e., pls implies p2 Is); C denotes an unspecified 
positive, absolute constant; E denotes positive constants which may be made 
arbitrarily small; f(x) = 0( g(x)) and f(x) < g(x) both mean If(x)l < Cg(x) 
for x 2 x,,; &r) is the Mobius function; w(n) and 0(n) denote the number of 
distinct prime factors of n and the number of total prime factors of n, respec- 
tively; (I lb means that a divides b; pkI[ n means pk( n and pk+ ‘tn. 
2. LOCAL DENSITIES 
DEFINITION 2. If k > 1 is a fixed integer and f(n) is a positive integer- 
valued arithmetical function, thenf(n) possesses local density dk if 




Our interest here will be in local densities of functions belonging to F. In 
the case of a(n) it was proved by Kendall and Rankin [7] that dk exists, and 
in [6] that 
Ak(X)= s 1 = dkx + 0(x”* log x) (2.2) 
n(x,a(n)=k 
holds uniformly in k, so that Ak(x) is the number of n <x for which 
a(n) = k, where k is fixed. One may also deduce (2.2) from a general result 
of Fainleib [3], who used a different approach to obtain the error term 
0(x”*) uniform in k. Using (2.2) it is possible to obtain estimates for sums 
CnGx F(a(n)) for a wide class of functions F (see [6, Theorem 21). In 
Section 4 we shall be able to obtain much sharper estimates for sums of the 
above type than those given in [6]. 
The aim of this section is to generalize and sharpen (2.2) to functions of 
class F. To prove (2.2) essentially one needs only g(l) = 1, but with infor- 
mation about g(2) the error term in (2.2) may be improved. Our general 
result is 
THEOREM 1. Let f E F of Definition 1. If f 6S F, , then dk (as defined by 
(2.1)) is identically zero. Iff E F, , then 
Fk(x) = c 1 =dkx+R(x), (2.3) 
n<x,f(n)=k 
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where d, > 0 is a constant depending on f and where uniformly in k 
R(x) e x1’3 log2 x, if g(2) = 1, (2.4 1 
R(x) << x’i2 exp(-C log315 x . (log log x)-l”) (2.5) 
if there is a prime p such that pi g(2) but p$k, 
R(x) < x”*(log log x).4-’ log-’ x, (2.6) 
where 
A = min{B > 1: (pi g(2)) A (p”llk)}. 
Proof. Suppose first SE F, but f @ F, . Then we have g(1) > 1, and if 
pig(l) we may write k =pDk’, (p, k’) = 1, D > 1. If f(n) = k, then 
n=p, ... p,,,s, where m < D, s is square-full, and the pi)s are different primes 
not dividing s. Therefore 
= \’ \’ \‘ -- p*(n)<<x 2 (loglogx)“-‘log-‘x x s-’ 
m=o r<x n<.x/s,o(n)=m m=o s gr 
+x1og-‘x f (loglogx)“-’ * x(log log x)” - I log - ’ x, (2.7) 
m=0 
which implies dk = 0, since D is fixed. Here we used the fact that J’,” I s ’ 
converges and the elementary inequality 
B,(x) = x 
Kx 
p’(n) < - - 
(log log x + C)m- ’ 
log x (m-l)! ’ 
(2.8) 
n<*,wln) =-In 
valid for m > 1, x > 2 with some absolute K, C > 0. This is a classical result 
of Hardy and Ramanujan [ 13, p. 2651 and is proved by induction on m 
using MB,,,+ ,(x1 < CD~xl~~ B,,,(x/p). 
We suppose now that f~ F, and proceed to prove (2.4). Every n may be 
written uniquely as n = bc, (b, c) = 1, where b is cube-free and c is cube-full 
(p 1 c implies pJ j c). If c denotes cube-full numbers throughout the proof, then 
f(n) = k =f(c) and 
F/Ax)= - \‘ 1=x _ 1 \’ 
bcsx.f(c)=k.(b.c)= 1 r<x.f(c)=k b<x:c.ib,c)=l 
= \’ 1‘ 44 
c<x,f(c)=k m]n~x/c.(m,c)=l.(n.c)- 1 
= \’ x- Am> 
\’ 1. (2.9) 
c<x.f(c)=k d<X/C.(rn.C) = I *sx/cmi.ol,c,- 1 
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since 
r P(d) = 1, 
df;n 
= 0, 
if n is cube-free, 
otherwise. 
Also we have 
where q~ is the Euler totient function and 
(RI< x ,~‘(d)=2”(~). 
dlk 
Therefore we obtain 
(2.11) 
Fk(X) = c r 
c<x,f(c)=k mW~m,c)=l 
$u(m)(fp(c)xc-‘m-” + O(F’)) 
=x 2: (p(c)c-2 c dm) me3 









p(c) c-* n (1 -p-j) + o(x1’3 log2 x) 
PVC 




1 +p-’ +p-*)-I +0(x”) log2x), (2.12) 
where the O-constant is uniform in k. Here we used the simplest facts 
concerning Euler products and 
5- 
czx 
2m(c’c - l/3 < log2 x, (2.13) 
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which follows from 
c 2omc-S = 11 ( 1 + 2p-3"(1 -p-")-')=(12(3s)H(s) (2.14) 
for Re s > f, where the Dirichlet series for H(s) is absolutely convergent for 
Re s > f. Therefore a standard convolution argument gives 
x 2@ Q x”3 fog x, (2.15) 
cgx 
and (2.13) follows then from (2.15) by partial summation. 
In this case the local density d, is given by 
d, = c- ‘(3) 
and the above series converges quickly, its nth term being O(ne3). 
For the proof of (2.5), suppose there is ap such that pi g(2) but p%k. Then 
p2 11 n cannot hold for any p iff(n) = k and we have with q square-free and c 
cube-full 
1 +p~“)=r(s)i-‘(2s)G(s), (2.17) 
where for Re s > 1 
~(~K(2~) = \“- El 
flu’(n) n--z 
and the Dirichlet series for G(s) = JJ “2, g(n) n-’ converges absolutely for 
Re s > 4. By the convolution principle we have from (2.17) with 1 < y, z < X, 
yz=x, 
F&l= s ,2(n) s g(m) + s g(m) c cr”(n> - c g(m) c P2W. 
n<Y m<x/n m<z n<x/m In<: n<Y 
and using the estimate of Waltisz [ 171 
x p’(n) = 67rw2x + 0(x”* exp(-C log3” x . (log log X)-I/~)), (2.18) 
n<x 
a standard calculation with a suitable choice of y and z leads to (2.5). An 
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analogous approach was used by Kratzel [lo], who studied the function 
ak(n) generated by nmak CW), and obtained (2.5) and (2.6) for 
q(n) = u(n). 
Finally, for (2.6) note that we may write n = qiqic, where q,, q2, c are 
mutually coprime, q, and q2 are square-free, c is cube-full, and w(qJ = m, 
where 0 < m < B,f(c) = k’, where k’ = kg-“(2). Using (2.8) and (2.18) and 
summing over 0 < m <B one obtains (2.6) similarly as was done for u&r) 
in [lo]; details are therefore omitted. 
It seems of interest to discuss the situation when d, = 0 and when dk > 0. 
The first assertion of Theorem 1 says that dk = 0 identically iff& F, . On the 
other hand, if f E F,, then d, > 0 if and only if there is an n such that 
f(n) = k. To see this note that if f(n) =f(p, .a.p,s) = k, where the PUS are 
different primes not dividing S, thenJ(qs) = k for any square-free q relatively 
prime to s. Then we have 
FAX) = c lu’W 
ns<x,(n,s)=l 
=~~-‘(q~-’ n (1 +p-I)-’ +0(x”* 24s-I’*), (2.19) 
PlS 
where we have used 
which follows from (2.10), (2.11), and 
d=l,f&)=l 
p(d) d-* = c-‘(2) n (1 -p-*)-l. 
Plm 
From (2.19) it is then seen that d, > 0, and by summing over 
satisfyingf(s) = k one obtains the general expression for d, as 
square-full s 
(2.21) 
The above expression reduces to (2.16) if f(q’c) =f(c) whenever 
(q, c) = 1, which is equivalent to g(2) = 1. It may be also said that dk > 0 if 
and only if k belongs to the multiplicative semigroup generated by g(1) = 1, 
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g(2), g(3L etc. If g(1) > 1, then this semigroup is without a unit element, 
and the local densities d, are identically zero. 
We conclude this section by determining the order of magnitude of d, 
(considered as a function of k) for a(n), a similar result holding for fE F, 
which satisfy (1.11). This is contained in 
THEOREM 2. If d, is the local density of a(n), then there exist absolute 
constants c, , cl, c3 > 0 such that 
d, < cl exp(-c, log k log log k), k> 3, (2.22) 
while for an infinit,v of k’s 
d, > exp(-c, log k log log k). 
ProoJ To prove (2.22) let 
s, = min(s E G: a(s) = k}, 
(2.23) 
where G is the set of square-full numbers. Then using (1.10) we have 
k = a(s ,) + exp(C log s ,/log log s,), s, > exp(C log k log log k). 
Using the expression for d, given by (2.21) we obtain 
d,& x I/s+ s; ‘I* < c, exp(-c, lo k log log k), g 
sas1 
since 
K‘ LISSX 1 = c(3/2) c-‘(3) xi’2 + O(X”*), 2 l/s < x-‘l*? 
s>x 
and a more careful analysis leads to explicit values c, = 2.52, c2 = 0.5 in 
(2.22). 
To prove (2.23) we take k = 2’ and s = (pi . .. P,.)~, where pi is the ith 
prime, so that a(s) = 2’ = k. By the prime number theorem we have 
s & exp(Cr log r) < exp(C log k log log k), 
and from (2.21) we obtain 
dk 9 s-’ n (1 fp-‘)-l 9 s-‘(log s))’ > exp(-c, log k log log k), 
PIS 
since 
r-1 (1 +p-1)~ n (I +P-‘)<exp x p-1 e i0gt2. 
Pln Psn c i Psn 
641/16/l 9 
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3. DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES OF a(n) 
In this section we single out a(n) from the class F, and we investigate its 
distribution of values. This will depend on the asymptotic formula 
a($) = P(k) = (1 + o( 1))(4 fik)-’ exp(rr(2k/3)“‘), k-i co, (3.1) 
which is a classical result of Hardy and Ramanujan (see [ 13, p. 2401). 
Generalizations of Theorem 3 and Corollary 1 to other functions from F, are 
clearly possible in case g(k) =f(pk) satisfies an asymptotic formula similar 
to (3.1). First we make the following 
DEFINITION 3. Let 
(i) C(x) denote the number of distinct values taken by a(n) for 
n <x; 
(ii) D(x) denote the number of n < x such that n = u(m) for some m; 
(iii) E(x) = JJnGx b(n), w  ere h b(n) is the number of solutions in 
square-full s of the equation n = u(s) for a fixed n. 
Determining the exact order of C(x) seems to be more difficult than the 
estimation of D(x) and E(x), but it is only for log E(x) that an asymptotic 
formula will be derived. For x > x0 we have 
C(x) ( D(exp((+ log 5 + s) log x/log log x)), D(x) < E(x). (3.2) 
To see that (3.2) holds, note that if n > 1 is counted by D(x), then 
u(m) = n for some m = qs, (q, s) = 1, so that u(s) = n, and s is counted by 
E(x), implying D(x) ,< E(x). To prove the other inequality, note that if u(m) 
is counted by C(x), then by (1.10) for x > x, 
12 = u(m) < exp((t log 5 + E) log m/log log m) 
,< exp((f log 5 + E) log x/log log x), (3.3) 
which means that n is counted by D(exp(($ log 5 + E) log x/log log x)). By 
hypothesis the values of n are then distinct, hence the first inequality in (3.2). 
THEOREM 3. If B = $ (6[(3) n-*)l13, then as x+ co 
E(x) = exp((B + o(l)) log213 x). (3.4) 
From this estimate and (3.2) we have at once 
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COROLLARY 1. With B as in Theorem 3, we have as x+ 00 
D(x) < exp((B + o( 1)) logzf3 x). (3.5) 
Proof of Theorem 3. From a($) =P(k) it is seen that E(x) is the 
number of solutions of the inequality 
P(2) P”(3) P”(4) . *. < x (3.6) 
in nonnegative integers rz, r3, r4 ,.... With yi = [log P(i)] it is seen that E(x) 
represents the number of solutions in nonnegative integers rz, r3, r4,... of 
r2y2 + r3Y3 + rs.v4 + *-* < (1 +0(1))logx. (3.7) 
Let us define next p*(n) as the number of nonnegative integer solutions in 
r2. r3 y r4 . . . . of the equation n = r2y2 + r3yj + rj .Y~ + . . . , and let 




E(x) = P*(( 1 + 
To obtain an asymptotic formula for 




41)) 1% xl. (3.9) 
P*(u) we suppose from now on that 
du = 
!‘ 
ix: e-~” dP*(u) 
0 
cc 
= 2 p*(n) e-“’ = 11 (1 - e-yiz))‘, (3.10) 
which follows from the definition ofp*(n) and P*(u). 
Using (3.1) we have with C = (3/2)“” 71-l 
N(u)= c 1=0(l)+ -v I 1 = c*u* + O(u log u). (3.11) 
YiGU i0<i1/2<Cu+O(lagu) 
Therefore we obtain as z --P 0+ 
logF(z)=- F log(l -e~yiz)=-~~olog(l -e-“‘)dN(u) 
i=2 
I 
.m zN(u) d(u) = c*z-2 Ml (uz)* 4uz) = 




m  t2dt 
o e,+w I+‘) = C*r(3)<(3)(1 + o(l))z-2. (3.12) 
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Now we recall the following well-known Tauberian theorem (see [ 13, 
pp. 252-253; 8, Chap. 8, Theorem 3.11): 
Let M(x) be a nondecreasing step function of x > 0 such that 
F(z) = z j” M(t) e--I’ dt 
0 
exists for z > 0. Suppose as z d 0+ 
logF(z)=(l +o(l))BT(a+ 1)&X+ l)z-“(log l/z)11 
where B > 0, a > 0, and /3 are constants. Then as x--t co 
M(x) = exp((b + o( 1)) xn’(‘“+ “(log x)4’(n+ I’), 
where 
b=a-‘(a+ l)‘“-Ot”““t*‘(aBT(a+ l)I;(a+ l))“(a+‘). 
Applying this theorem with B = C2 = 3/(2x2), a = 2, /3 = 0, we have from 
(3.12) 
P*(u) = exp(($(6[(3) ze2)‘13 + o(l)) u~‘~), 
whence (3.4) follows from (3.9). 
As for the problem of determining the order of magnitude of C(x), it can 
be shown that 
C(x) < exp(( 1 + o( 1)) 2~ 3-rf2(log x/log log x)“‘). (3.13) 
The reason for this is that there are 
exp(( 1 + o( 1)) 2713 -“*(log x/log log x)“‘) (3.14) 
integers n <x of the form 
n = 2a239a5 . . . 0~ P 9 a2 > a.- >a,> 1, (3.15) 
which is a classical result of Hardy and Ramanujan ([ 13, pp. 245-261 I). 
Suppose that a(n) is counted by C(x), and let 
n =p& . . . bk 
Pt,k, b, > .a. >bb,h 1 
be the canonical decomposition of n. Then if m = 2b13b2 -. - pp, we have 
m < n and 
44 = fW . a - P(b,) = a(n). 
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Therefore C(x) does not exceed the number of n < x of form (3.15), hence 
(3.13). 
4. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS FOR SUMS OF ITERATED FUNCTIONS 
Sums of the type S = C,,,f(u(n)) were investigated in (6) for a large 
class of functions f, for which it was shown that 
S = c f(k) dkx + 0(x exp(-C log x/log fog x)), 
k=l 
(4.11 
where d, is the local density of a(n). For many functionsf this formula can 
be considerably sharpened. First we prove 
THEOREM 4. Wehave 
PI h .Y k=l 
\‘ d@(n)) = k$, 
n<r 
a(k) d,x + O(X”~ log4 x), 
d(k) d,x + 0(x”* log4 x), 
w(k) dkX + 0(x “2 log3 x/(log log x)2), 





Proofi We shall prove (4.2) and indicate how the other formulas are 
obtained, since all the proofs are analogous. Setting I? = qs, (q, s) = 1, where 
q is square-free and s is square-full, we obtain 
x a(a(n)) = 2: 44qs)) = s 44s)) \\’ 
nsx qstsx.(q.s)=l ssx ndx/sZ*s) = L 
cl’(n). (4.6) 
For the last sum above we use (2.20) to obtain 
y a(a(n))=r-y2)x 1 a(a(s))s-*r-~ (I s~-~)-I 
nCx ssx PI5 
+ 0 
( 
P 1 a@(s)) 2w(s)s-‘~2 , 
s s x 1 
and further we have 
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T &S(X 44s)) s-l n (1 +P-‘)-’ PIS 
= 5 u(u(s))fl (1 +p-I)-’ + 0 ( c a@(s,,s-1) 
s= I PlS S>X 




= C(2) f u(k) dk + o(x-“2 log x). 
k=l 
Here we used the trivial estimate a(n) < n, which follows by 
multiplicativity from P(k) = a@“) < 2k, and so a(u(s)) < u(s). Also needed 
was 
c u(s) s- ’ -+ x- 1’2 log x, (4.8) 
S>X 
which follows by partial summation from 
s u(s) << x1’* log x. (4.9) 
s<x 
The final formula (4.2) follows then from 
s a(u(s)) 2O(S)s - 1’2 < c u(s) 2°‘s)S - 1’2 d log4 x, (4.10) 
sex s<x 
which is a consequence of partial summation and 
E u(s) 2w(s) < x”2 log3 x. (4.11) 
six 
The proofs of (4.9) and (4.11) are similar, so only the proof of (4.11) is 
given. Let f(n) = u(n) 2w’“) if n is square-full and f(n) = 0 otherwise. Then 
f(n) is a multiplicative function of n, and for Re z > i 
z fen) 6 = rj 
( 
1 + F 
n=l P k%2 
u(pk> ylk$-kz 
i 
=,(l+4~-2=+6p-3z + . . -) = c4(22) H(z), (4.12) 
P 
where the Dirichlet series for H(z) is absolutely convergent for Re z > f, 
whence by convolution 
;I: f(n) = x u(s) 2@lS) < x”z log3 x. 
n<x sL;x 
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For (4.3) we use d(a(n)) ,< a(n) which follows from d(n) ,< n, and for (4.4) 
and (4.5) we use 
o(a(n)) Q log n/(log log n)*, 
which follows from (1.10) and 
B(a(n)) < log n/log log n, 
w(n) < log n/log log n, qn> -% log n, 
Suppose now that F(n) is an arithmetical function (not necessarily 
multiplicative) which satisfies 0 <F(n) < nD for some fixed D > 0. 
Repeating the proof of Theorem 4 it is seen that now F(a(n)) < @(n), and so 
the generating series corresponding to the one in (4.12) will be 
<2”“(2Z) H(z), (4.13) 
and therefore the following sharpening of Theorem 2 of 161 is obtained: 
THEOREM 5. Let F(n) be an arithmetical function which satisfies 
0 < F(n) < n” for some fixed D > 0. Then 
1 F@(n)) = G F(k) d,x + O(x1/2(log ~)2~+ ‘). - 
n<x k=l 
Concerning iterations of a(n), let it be only mentioned that finding the 
maximal order of a(a(n)) seems to be an interesting problem in itself. If 
a(n) = m, then from (1.10) we have for n 2 n, 
a@(n)) = u(m) < exp(C, log m/log log m) < exp(C log n/(log log n)‘). (4.14) 
This bound is probably too large, but the maximal order of a@(n)) is at 
least exp(C(log n/log log n)r12), which is maybe closer to the truth than the 
bound given in (4.14). To see this nk = (p, s-e pk)*, where pi is the ith prime. 
Then as k tends to infinity we have by the prime number theorem 
k = ($ + o( 1)) log n,/log log nk, 
and using (3.1) we have 
a(a(n,)) = ~(2~) = P(k) % exp(C, k1’2) s exp(C(log n,/log log nk)“*). 
5. VALUES OF a(n) COMPARED TO OTHER FUNCTIONS 
In this section values of a(n) are compared to values of other arithmetical 
functions, specifically to values of d(n) and o(n), with obvious 
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generalizations. The maximal order of both a(n) and d(n) is of the form 
exp(C log n/log log n), while the average order of a(n) is nlTz c(j), and the 
average order of d(n) is log n, so that almost all n satisfy d(n) > a(n). On the 
other hand, it is easy to exhibit integers n for which d(n) ( a(n), and so it 
seems of interest to investigate the sums 
F,(x) = 2 1, I;;(x)= c 1, 
n<x,d(n)<a(n) n<x,d(n)=a(n) 
F3(x)= 2 1. 
n<x,d(n)>a(n) 
Precise estimates for the above sums are furnished by 
THEOREM 6. For every 0 < E < 1 and an arbitrary, but fixed K > 0 
FJx) = x + 0(x log”- ’ x), (5.2) 
x log log x/log x < F2(x) < x log”- ’ x, (5.3) 
x(log log x)K/log x < F,(x) & x log’- ’ x. (5.4) 
ProoJ: The constants implies by 4 and 0 depend on E and K. It is 
obvious that (5.2) follows from the upper bounds in (5.3) and (5.4), which 
both follow from 
F,(x) + F*(x) < x log”- ’ x. (5.5) 
To prove (5.5), suppose E is given and let 
k= [I -loge/log2]. (5.6) 
Then we have 
(5.7) 
where f(n) = (a(n)/d(n))k is clearly a multiplicative function of n. Therefore 
for Re s > 1 we have 
F(s) = 5 f(n) n-’ = n (1 + 2-kp-” + (2/3)kp-Zs + a**) 
n=1 P 
= (<(s))~-~ G(s), (5.8) 
where for Re s > f , G(s) = C .YYi g(n) IZ W-S is absolutely convergent, whence 
c 1 g(n)l Q x1’* + &. 
n<x 
(5.9) 
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If we use the following well-known result (see Dixon [2] for a proof): 
\‘ d;(n) Q x log’- ’ x, 
n<x 
T d;(n) rips = r;(s) for Res>l, 
n=, 
(5.10) 
then we obtain by convolution from (5.8) 
x f(n) = 1 g(n) x d,-k(m) -=3 x(logx)Z~k-’ <x log”-’ x, (5.11) 
II < x n <.Y m<x/n 
by the choice of k given by (5.6). 
It remains to prove the lower bounds in (5.3) and (5.4). Let 
t = PI PAP, PA2 Pi”1 (5.12) 
where the pi’s are different primes. Then 
d(t) = 22 * 32 . 15 = 22 . 135 = 22P(14) = a(t). (5.13) 
Therefore 
when one uses the classical formula of Landau (see [8] for a proof), 
\‘ x(log log x)r-- ’ 
nG.r,w(n)=r 
P2(4 = (1 + o(l)) (y _ 1), log x * (5.14) 
To prove the lower bound for F,(x), suppose that K is an arbitrary but 
fixed integer. Then let 
m=2uplp2 "'PKPKf!' 2 <p, < ..’ < pK + , primes, 
where u = u(K) is the smallest integer for which 
(u+ 1)2K+‘<P(U) 
holds. By (3. l), u = u(K) is certainly finite, and moreover 
d(m) = (u + 1) 2K+’ < P(U) = a(m), 
whence using (5.14) again we obtain 
F,(x) 9 \‘ 1 = \‘ p’(n) % x(log log x)“/log x. 
m <I n<.r2-%no~w(n,=K+l 
641/16/l-10 
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One may also investigate the corresponding problem when d(n) is replaced 
by o(n) (or by an additive function which behaves “like c log log n”, as does 
O(n), for example). In this case we have 
THEOREM 7. For any fixed K > 0 we have 
r 1 = x + O(x(log log x>-K>, (5.15) 
n<x,oZ~>a(n) 
where the O-constant depends on K. 
Proof. Let K > 0 be given. Then 
\‘ 1<1+ \‘ 
n<x.Z)Ca(n) *<&LKdn, 
(a(n)l = 1 + S. 
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 
S < ( n;x a’l(cn)) “* ( 2G;Gx l/~2K(~))“2s (5.16) 
Since a*“(n) is a multiplicative function of n, we have for Re s > 1 
fJ a’“(n) n-’ = fl (1 +p-’ + 22Kp-2S + a**) = C(S) GK(s), 
n=1 P 
where the Dirichlet series for GK(s) is absolutely convergent for Re s > f . A 
standard convolution argument gives (see also [8, Chap. 51) 
\‘ aZK(n) = D,x + 0(x”*+‘) 
nz 
(5.17) 
with a suitable D, > 0. By a result of De Koninck [l] we have 
s l/c~*~(rn) = E,x/(log log x)” + O(x/(log log x)*~+‘), (5.18) 
*<m&x 
where E, > 0 is a suitable constant, and (5.15) follows when we substitute 
(5.17) and (5.18) in (5.16). 
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